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Introduction 
 

We know how difficult it can be to find a Forex product that works. Sometimes 
you end up with a broker that is completely unreliable, or you buy a system and 
end up losing thousands because it simply doesn’t work. 
 
That is why we decided to give you a free service that finds the best Forex 
products in the world giving them a unique review and rating in the process. 
This allows you to ensure that the product is going to work for you before you 
part with your hard earned cash. 
 

The Forex Reviews Team 

We are a team of Forex professionals who have been trading currencies for 
years. We tell you exactly how it is with our expert opinions so that you can take 
that on board and make your own decisions on the way to becoming a better, 
more profitable Forex trader.  

So, let us introduce ourselves one by one:  
 

Breadwinner 

My name is Mark, I have been trading for most of my adult 
years. From London, UK originally, I started my career 
working for a large financial firm in the heart of London.  

I then moved to work for a leading Forex broker based in Cyprus where I took 
on the role of a economic analyst. After several years in this role I decided to 
move back to the UK and take up currency trading full-time. 

 

Money Tree  

My name's John. For most of the part I class myself as a 
retired bookmaker, however, I have never quite been able 
to get away from the thrill of trading shares and currencies. 

From Nevada, USA I successfully ran my own bookies for 
20 years before finally taking early retirement in 2001. Much to my wife's 
dismay I still spend a lot of time with my calculator out and my head in the 
newspapers trying to predict the next big market moves to earn some extra 
dollar! 
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Day Trader  

My name's Joseph and I am the owner of a medium-sized 
financial advisory firm. Although my business used to run 
my life I was able to take a step back from it in 2005 and 
allow it to pretty much run itself. 

Thanks to my new found 'free-time' I was able to start dedicating more time to 
my own financial trading, of which Forex plays a big part.  

 

Miss FX  

I'm Letisha and I love the world of Forex! I am blessed with 
coming from a wealthy family and this helped fund me 
through my education through Harvard Business School. 

After studying Business & Economics I joined one of the worlds largest fund 
management organizations. After a few years I realized that I could actually 
make a living on my own trading currencies and so I took the leap and all the 
benefits that come with it!  

 

FX Party Man  

Hi, I'm Jack and although at 26 I am the youngest reviewer 
on the team I still feel I have a lot to offer. 

I achieved a 1st grade B.SC degree in Mathematics from 
Cambridge University, UK in 2004. Following my graduation 
I moved over to New York where I still currently live and work.  

So there you have it, our team of 5 Forex professionals all out there reviewing 
and comparing Forex products as you read this.  

Over the last few years we have been buying and accessing hundreds of Forex 
products including brokers, training courses, systems, signal alerts, analysis 
software and even books! 

We can now reveal to you the exclusive 10 best Forex products in the world 
that you just need to have if you are ever to be a successful currency trader. 
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The 10
th

 Best Forex Product in the World 

Trading Mind Mental Training 
 

Overall rating =  Trading Mind 

Variety of learning materials  3/5 

 

Quantity 4/5 

Quality 5/5 

Topics covered  4/5 

Customer support  4/5 

Guarantee 4/5 

Price $129 

Reviewed by: Day Trader  Visit Site 

 
Now this is a course with a difference, in fact, It's not a training course in the 
traditional sense. Instead, Trading Mind is designed to train your mind to be a 
better trader. If like me you often find it hard to maintain your discipline when 
things get exciting or tough then this is the product for you. 

By unleashing the power of your subconscious mind you can start entering 
and exiting trades when you know you should instead of letting them pass by. 
With software like this it becomes easy to get in to the right trading mind set and 
make all the right decisions.  

Summary of features: 

 10 training sessions on 1 CD  
 Become a more disciplined trader in just 8 minutes a 

day  
 90 day risk-free guarantee  
 Free shipping (limited time offer)  

Click here to become a more disciplined trader with Trading Mind  

http://products.directyourmind.com/z/38/CD688
http://www.forexreviews.com/about-forex-reviews.html
http://products.directyourmind.com/z/38/CD688
http://products.directyourmind.com/z/38/CD688
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Trading Mind is the software from Jake Bernstein, a World respected currency 
trader who has published books and given speeches across the globe. This 
means you know you are learning from a man who knows what he is talking 
about. We have all been in that position where we think 'I wish I had done that 
differently'. The annoying thing is we knew we were not making the right move 
but we got too greedy or too cautious and restricted our profits. 

Trading mind helped me (and I know it will help you too), to get over this mental 
madness and start trading like I knew I should be. You only need to listen to the 
CD for at least 8 minutes before your trading day and you immediately feel more 
confident and that shows in your bank balance!  

The power your mind will unleash : 

 Eliminate any fear or hesitation from your trades  
 Avoid the dangers of over-confidence  
 Develop a winning mind set every time you switch your PC on  
 Remove the emotions that often destroy your profits  
 Change your bad-habits in to good habits!  
 Ability to take your losses without chasing lost money  

 
The big thing about this software is that it will teach you discipline. You will 
never make huge money trading Forex without a firm disciplined strategy. This 
is one of the hardest things to achieve but Trading Mind helps to make it easy.  

Become a profitable, confident trader with Trading Mind by clicking here  

 
I was very surprised by how powerful Trading Mind is. After just 10 minutes of 
listening to the CD I felt much more relaxed and more importantly, more 
confident about my trading day ahead. If you want to start becoming a better 
trader then the first thing you need to do is get your discipline and confidence 
right. Trading Mind allows you to do this with ease.  

Summary: 

Whilst this course will not teach you the ins and outs of trading, it will help you to 
control your emotions and maximize your profitability from your trading. If you 
already have some trading experience behind you but often find you do not make 
the most of your chances then Trading Mind will help you. When you are in 
control of your mind and emotions you are also in control of your trading and 
ultimately your profitability.  

Click here to start becoming a more controlled trader with Trading Mind  

http://products.directyourmind.com/z/38/CD688
http://products.directyourmind.com/z/38/CD688
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The 9

th
 Best Forex Product in the World 

The Trading Authority Training Course 
 

Overall rating =  The Trading Authority 

Variety of learning materials  4/5 

 

Quantity 5/5 

Quality 5/5 

Topics covered  4/5 

Customer support  3/5 

Guarantee 3/5 

Price $3,495 

Reviewed by: Day Trader  Visit Site 

If you are a serious trader looking for a full training and strategy solution the The 
Trading Authority is for you.  

 
Offering training videos, a live trading room with 1 to 1 tuition from a market 
expert, a comprehensive Dynamic Structure Trading (DST) course, and much 
much more. 

This is the most detailed and educational Forex website I have ever seen and 
is perfectly suited for the serious trader looking to advance their skills and 
profitability further.  

Summary of features: 

 1 to 1 tuition from experts in a LIVE trading room  
 DST signal alerts software for faster profits  
 Personal trader assessment of you style and 

strengths  
 Over 80 hours of DVD quality training videos  
 Personal mentoring and coaching from a Forex expert  

To find out how Trading Authority will make you a better trader click here  

http://www.shareasale.com/r.cfm?b=75873&u=190090&m=12154&afftrack=reviews
http://www.forexreviews.com/about-forex-reviews.html
http://www.shareasale.com/r.cfm?b=75873&u=190090&m=12154&afftrack=reviews
http://www.shareasale.com/r.cfm?b=75873&u=190090&m=12154&urllink=www.thetradingauthority.com/products.php?page=DST&afftrack=reviews
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Courses aimed at serious traders are few and far between. Most courses like 
Forex Mentor are orientated around educating the new trader on the joy that is 
Forex. 

This is what makes The Trading Authority unique and enables you to take your 
Forex trading profits to another level. This site offers far too much to tell you 
about it all here so I do urge you to check them out for yourself.  

LIVE Trading room with experts:  

The Live trading room from The Trading Authority is something I have not seen 
replicated to this level on any other site. 

Basically you will be able to view scheduled live broadcasts and watch the 
experts in action. These are not pre-recorded shows, the team of experts will be 
there giving commentary on everything they do. They explain why there are 
taking the action they are depending on how the market develops. 

You can even ask questions while they are trading and this is what makes the 
feature so special. Where else can you learn and ask questions in a live trading 
environment? This feature will help you understand how the veterans think and 
allow you to start adopting their profitable approach.  

Click here to receive a free 1 week trial of the LIVE Trading Room  

 
Dynamic Structure Trading Course : 

This course teaches you the powerful method of DST trading. DST is the theory 
of trade that uses advanced analysis of support/resistance, pivots, daily ranges, 
basic Elliot Wave patterns, and others to ensure you always make the right 
trades. 

All of the analysis creates a 'strength of signal' that identifies the right trades to 
make as well as the position sizing for each trade. This means you eliminate the 
guess work or gut feeling and trade on facts. 

Do not be mislead, DST is not easy to master. You will need to spend some time 
and energy learning the system, but the fact is - it works. It took me a few months 
to get my head around it but once I did my trading showed a phenomenal 
improvement. 

Also included in the course are over 80 hours of DVD quality videos, live 
seminars, 1 to 1 tuition, and a 200+ page manual. This is a massive amount of 
content that will make you a better trader. Some big bonuses are on offer if you 

http://www.forexreviews.com/courses/forex-mentor-review.html
http://www.shareasale.com/r.cfm?b=75873&u=190090&m=12154&urllink=www.thetradingauthority.com/products.php?page=TradingRoomTrial&afftrack=reviews
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act quickly including a $1,000 discount so you cannot afford to put off 
purchasing.  

Click here to enroll on the DST training course today  

Personal Trader Assessment:  

The Trading Authority offer a superb personalized trader assessment. What you 
get is a friendly full-time expert currency trader analyze the way you trade. They 
will then speak to you personally and identify your strengths and weaknesses. 

From this you will receive a detailed report identifying areas you can improve 
in and how to make the most of the skills you have. I found this service extremely 
useful as it can be difficult to identify where you can improve on your own. 

It certainly opened my eyes to a few things which I have since worked on and 
seen a marked improvement in my trading successes. The full assessment is 
included for free when you enroll on the DST training course, however a free 
mini-assessment is also available, you can use the link below to apply.  

Click here to get a free personal trader assessment from an expert  

 
Summary: 

This course is the most comprehensive I have ever seen. Although I would not 
recommend it to a new trader (because of it's advanced level) it is ideally suited 
to you if you are a serious trader looking to take your profits up another level. 

The only reasons it does not achieve our number 1 recommendation are that it is 
not really suitable to new traders and it is pretty pricey at over $4,000. 

Do not let the price put you off though. If you are quick and act now you will get 
a $1,000 discount on the price and a host of excellent bonuses. For the amount 
you are getting here and the improvement it can make to your bank balance in 
the long run it is most definitely worth the cost. Think of it as an investment!  

Click here take advantage of the huge $1,000 discount today  

http://www.shareasale.com/r.cfm?b=75873&u=190090&m=12154&urllink=www.thetradingauthority.com/specialoffer/index.htm&afftrack=reviews
http://www.shareasale.com/r.cfm?b=75873&u=190090&m=12154&urllink=www.thetradingauthority.com/products.php?page=TraderAssessment&afftrack=reviews
http://www.shareasale.com/r.cfm?b=75873&u=190090&m=12154&urllink=www.thetradingauthority.com/specialoffer/index.htm&afftrack=reviews
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The 8

th
 Best Forex Product in the World 

The Blade Forex Strategies 
 

Overall rating =  Blade Forex Strategies 

Effectiveness 5/5 

 

Ease-of-implementation 4/5 

Consistency of results  4/5 

Earning potential  5/5 

Customer support  4/5 

Guarantee 5/5 

Price $97 

Reviewed by: Miss FX Visit Site 

The Blade Forex Strategies from Forex Success Secrets is one of the most 
popular trading systems around. With three different strategies included, all of 
which are capable of returning a good profit every week, Blade is one of our most 
recommended strategies. 

You will find the system very easy to follow and implement. It utilizes a unique 
step-by-step approach that even a novice trader will be able to understand.  

The Blade strategies are only available for a limited time though, in fact most 
of the good strategies are as the publishers don't want too many people getting 
their hands on their secrets. Therefore, you are advised to act quickly as the 
strategies could be taken down from sale at any point.  

Summary of features: 

 Suitable for any level of experience  
 3 strategies - Scalping, Breakout, and Divergence  
 Low one-off fee of just $97  
 8 week risk free money back guarantee  
 Secure online credit card or PayPal ordering  
 Several high-quality bonuses  

Click here to unleash the power of 3 Forex profit strategies  

http://invest123.digitaldea.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=REVIEWS
http://www.forexreviews.com/about-forex-reviews.html
http://invest123.digitaldea.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=REVIEWS
http://invest123.digitaldea.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=REVIEWS
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Because the Blade strategy contains 3 exclusive systems let's take a look at 
them one-by-one:  

M5 Scalping system for fast Forex profits  

The Blade M5 scalping system is designed to trade the 5 
minute charts on the pairs with the lowest spreads (for 
example EUR/USD).  

This means that you can make incredibly fast profits 
without spending days waiting for the market to move. The 
system targets 10 pips profit on every trade and when we 
tested the strategy it hit it's target far more than it missed it.  

So fast are the profits that you can literally have made your target profit in the 
time it takes to refresh your computer screen.  

Because of the small stops that are needed (just 5 pips) you can really minimize 
your losses whilst maximizing your profits with the fast and easy M5 scalping 
system.  

Click here to start scalping the market with Blade Strategies  

 
4H Breakout System for consistently big profits  

The breakout system is ideal for those who have to juggle their 
trading time around other responsibilities such as a job or 
family because it trades on the 4 hour charts that need only a 
little monitoring. 

Using a price driven entry technique, the breakout system is 
able to maximize your profits without risking large chunks of 
your bank balance.  

Whilst we were testing this system we actually grow our trading account by over 
32% - all of that in just a month! 

This makes the Blade 4H Breakout System a perfect strategy for those who wish 
they could trade like a professional but cannot dedicate the time needed to do 
so.  

Click here to trade with consistent profits with the Breakout System  

http://invest123.digitaldea.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=REVIEWS
http://invest123.digitaldea.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=REVIEWS
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The Divergence System spotting when trends are about to change  

Spotting when a trend is about to chance is one of the golden keys to making 
consistent profit and yet, it is one of the hardest things to 
master.  

The Blade Divergence System makes it easy for you to spot 
these money making turning points and cash in when other 
traders are losing their money. 

Spotting when the trend is about to change is something even 
I have struggled with. However, when I started using this 
system I very rarely missed the turning point and I was able to 
maximize my profits.  

Often making profit when the trend was on it's way up, closing the trade and 
opening a new one, and then cashing in when the trend went back down. This is 
the kind of success you can experience when you start trading with the 
Divergence System from Blade Strategies.  

Click here to start profiting from trend turning points  

Summary: 

All 3 of the Blade Forex Strategies are capable of earning you some serious 
money. The scalping system is perfect for those who have limited trading time 
but want fast profits.  

The Breakout system is ideal for those looking for big, consistent profits but do 
not have hours and hours to spend trading. The Divergence system is perfect for 
anyone, including full-time experienced traders who sometimes miss when a 
trend is about to reverse.  

If you are looking for the combined power of 3 profitable trading strategies 
then the Blade strategies from Forex Success Secrets is the choice for you.  

Start becoming a more profitable trader with the  
3 powerful Blade Forex strategies by clicking here  

http://invest123.digitaldea.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=REVIEWS
http://invest123.digitaldea.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=REVIEWS
http://invest123.digitaldea.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=REVIEWS
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The 7

th
 Best Forex Product in the World 

Forex Tester Analysis Software 
 

Overall rating =  Forex Tester 

Variety of tools  4/5 

 

Ease of use  5/5 

Signal generator  5/5 

Charting tools  5/5 

Additional functions  5/5 

Free bonuses  4/5 

Price Free 

Reviewed by: Breadwinner  Visit Site 

Whether you are a new trader wanting to practice your skills with real data or an 
experienced trader looking to develop and test out new strategies (or 
somewhere inbetween) then Forex Tester is what you have been looking for. 

The basic idea of this software is that it contains regularly updated historical data 
for a broad range of currencies (18 in total including gold and silver). The easy-
to-use interface allows you to test out various trades and strategies on real data 
without having to risk any money. 

Summary of features: 

 Real, historical data for 18 currencies (plus gold and 
silver) 

 Wide range of technical indicators 
 Generate ticks and place orders 
 Free monthly data updates 
 Subscriptions for daily data updates available 
 Low one-off license fee  
 Easy-to-use wizards for new traders 
 Free evaluation software download  

Click here to download your free evaluation version of Forex Tester  

http://www.forextester.com/idevaffiliate/idevaffiliate.php?id=348
http://www.forexreviews.com/about-forex-reviews.html
http://www.forextester.com/idevaffiliate/idevaffiliate.php?id=348
http://www.forextester.com/idevaffiliate/idevaffiliate.php?id=348
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For the new trader this gives a practice arena far more advanced than most 
demo accounts. Rather than having to place trades and then wait for a few days 
to see the results (as happens with most demo accounts), with Forex Tester you 
can find out instantly whether the trade would have been profitable or not. 

Spot trends then develop and test your own strategies 

For more experienced traders it means you can analyse masses of past trading 
data to try and spot trends. Then, once you have developed a strategy, you can 
test it out and see how it would have performed over any set period of time. 

This then allows you to tweak a strategy and keep testing it with almost instant 
results and no risk to your valuable capital. 

Best of all there are a wide range of technical indicators to help you out including 
Moving Averages, Bollinger Bands, MACDs, Pivot Points, Parabolic-SAR, RSI, 
Stochastic, Keltner Channels, Heiken Ashi candles, and many more 

Click here to start spotting those profit-producing market trends  

With Forex Tester you are free to explore past market activity at your leisure and 
help further your understanding of how the market behaves or how one 
currency is correlated to another. 

By doing this you can soon start to see a vast improvement in your trading 
fortunes and for this reason I am making Forex Tester the number one software 
recommendation. 

Summary: 

Because of it's easy-to-use nature and it's wide range of applications, Forex 
Tester is the perfect trading software tool whether you are just starting out or 
are something of a trading veteran. Priced at just $150 for the full version it is not 
a bank breaker either. 

The free monthly updates ensure that your software never becomes outdated 
which helps you to stay ahead of the game when practicing trading or perfecting 
trading strategies. 

There is a free evaluation download for 30 days so taking the tool for a test 
drive to realise how it can help you is a no-brainer. 

Click here to start your free evaluation  
of the Forex Tester software  

http://www.forextester.com/idevaffiliate/idevaffiliate.php?id=348
http://www.forextester.com/idevaffiliate/idevaffiliate.php?id=348
http://www.forextester.com/idevaffiliate/idevaffiliate.php?id=348
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The 6

th
 Best Forex Product in the World 

G7 Forex Science Strategy 
  

Overall rating =  G7 Forex Science 

Effectiveness 5/5 

 

Ease-of-implementation 4/5 

Consistency of results  5/5 

Earning potential  5/5 

Customer support  5/5 

Guarantee 5/5 

Price $97 

Reviewed by: Money Tree  Visit Site 

You may have heard of the G7 Forex Science trading system before. It has been 
featured in numerous trading magazines such as 'Stocks & Commodities'. 

 
The reputation seems justified too, this trading strategy system takes just 10-20 
minutes a day to return consistent and significant profit. 

The beauty of it all is that it is so simple, whether you are new trading or have 
been around for a while you will be able to implement the G7 system for 
profitable trading easily.  

Summary of features: 

 Excellent risk/reward ratio turning in profits  
 Simple, easy to follow rules  
 Profitable trade opportunities virtually every day  
 Designed by an expert trader  
 8 week risk-free money-back guarantee  
 Free analysis and daily reports for a full month  

Click here to implement the profitable G7 Forex Science system  

http://invest123.forexsc.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=reviews
http://www.forexreviews.com/about-forex-reviews.html
http://invest123.forexsc.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=reviews
http://invest123.forexsc.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=reviews
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These kind of systems tend to have a bad name, too many scam artists looking 
to make a quick buck by offering an untested amateur system. Forex-Science is 
the real deal though. It has been developed by an expert and tested with real 
money, not least by myself. 

Returning profitable trades almost every single week  

You will find it very easy to learn and apply the G7 system and you will discover 
that it is a very powerful strategy. Providing you follow the rules (set-out clearly 
by the guide) then this system is guaranteed to make you profit. If it doesn't 
after 8 weeks then you will get your money back. 

To start making hundreds of pips profit every month click here 

During the 3 months I tested Forex-Science I made 543 pips! Not bad I am sure 
you will agree. Sure there were weeks where I made very little or even a slight 
loss but over the course of time it was obvious this strategy was something 
special and hence the reason I have given it the number 1 strategy 
recommendation award.  

Summary: 

The Forex Science G7 strategy system is the real deal. Offering you the chance 
to make several hundreds of pips profit every month you won't go far wrong. 

 
Providing you follow the simple rules of the system and use your head when 
trading then you will not regret the nominal $97 it costs for access. Also for a 
limited time they are offering 4 weeks free daily analysis and reports.  

For such a low, one-off fee you shouldn't pass up this opportunity to start 
making more money from Forex.  

Click here to purchase Forex-Science and start making more money today  

http://invest123.forexsc.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=reviews
http://invest123.forexsc.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=reviews
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The 5

th
 Best Forex Product in the World 

Peter Bains Forex Mentor Training Course 
 

Overall rating =  Forex Mentor 

Variety of learning materials  5/5 

 

Quantity 5/5 

Quality 4/5 

Topics covered  4/5 

Customer support  4/5 

Guarantee 5/5 

Price $349 

Reviewed by: Day Trader  Visit Site 

Forex Mentor is designed to take you from earning low money trading Forex (or 
even losing money!) and turn you in to a profitable trader within a matter of 
weeks.  

Sure, every course out there claims to be able to do this, however, Forex Mentor 
is operated by Peter Bain - one of the most respected traders in the entire 
world. 

Offering you DVDs, CDs, Online, and paper-based training through his course, 
no matter what your level of experience you WILL learn from Forex Mentor. I 
class myself as a good trader and yet I still learnt a hell of a lot in just a few 
weeks and noticed my trades being more successful, more regularly.  

Summary of features: 

 2 x printed trading guides  
 20+ hours of high quality training videos on 10 CDs  
 3 hours of live instruction on 2 DVDs  
 6 Months unlimited access to a VIP members area  
 30 Day no questions asked money-back guarantee  

Click here to learn how to become a better trader with Forex Mentor 

http://www.tkqlhce.com/click-2550681-10379620
http://www.forexreviews.com/about-forex-reviews.html
http://www.tkqlhce.com/click-2550681-10379620
http://www.tkqlhce.com/click-2550681-10379620
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If you are a new trader or are struggling to make any money then this course is 
perfect for you and will help you to spot and successfully conduct the big trades. 

If you are an experienced trader already making money then this course will still 
help you to maximize your profits from the trades you make. 

Some of the things you will learn include: 

 How to assess a currency for high profitability 
 How to raise the stakes in your profits 
 Which currencies to trade and when to avoid others 
 Why 'conventional approaches' simply don't work in Forex trading 
 An easy-to-understand 5-step overview of Peters Forex trading process 
 The top mistakes that 'normal' Forex traders make, and how to avoid 

them. 
 Which qualities and actions set super Forex traders apart 

This is just a small section of what you will come out with when you buy and 
utilize the information Forex Mentor provides. What's more I was incredibly 
impressed by the support available. 

To start earning big bucks every day with Peter Bain click here  

The course is really easy-to-follow but as I was reviewing it for 
ForexReviews.com I thought I better give them a call and see what happens. 
They were very very helpful (they didn't know I was reviewing the course so I 
didn't get special treatment), if you get this course and need help then don't worry 
they will give you it! 

 

Summary: 

This course is simply the best you will find for your hard earned money. Do not 
think of it as a cost, think of it as an investment because the knowledge you will 
gain will make you a better trader.  

As a better trader you will make more money and you will very quickly recoup 
the cost of the course. If you want to start making more profitable trades more 
often then you need to buy this course today.  

Click here start becoming a more profitable trader with Forex Mentor  

http://www.tkqlhce.com/click-2550681-10379620
http://www.tkqlhce.com/click-2550681-10379620
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The 4
th

 Best Forex Product in the World 

Forex Training Works Training Course 

 

Overall rating =  Forex Training Works  

Variety of learning materials  4/5 

 

Quantity 5/5 

Quality 5/5 

Topics covered  5/5 

Customer support  5/5 

Guarantee 5/5 

Price $995 

Reviewed by:  Day Trader  Visit Site 

Sid Wyemanns Forex Training Works (also known as Forex for Beginners) is the 
most powerful training course we have ever reviewed. Through a personal 
one-on-one training style, Sid will take you from the very basics of trading right 
through to how to develop your style for more consistent profitability.  

Using a unique approach of guides, audio and graphical explanations, Forex 
Training Works delivers a comprehensive Forex training course that teaches you 
a fast and safe way to start earning money trading the Forex.  

This course is very popular amongst new traders and the limited number of 
places fill up fast. Forex training works offers you all the benefits of classroom 
based seminars from the comfort of your own home.  

Summary of features: 

 35+ detailed guides delivered over 4 weeks of learning  
 Audio clips for more personal tuition  
 Live audio broadcasts for up-to-date explanations 
 Interactive Q&A sessions via an online chat room  
 Exclusive VIP members area for ongoing learning  
 14 day money-back guarantee  

Click here to start learning Forex from a professional  

http://www.forextrainingworks.com/
http://www.forexreviews.com/courses/forex-training-works-review.html
http://www.forextrainingworks.com/
http://www.forextrainingworks.com/
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The big advantage that Forex Training Works offers over other courses is that is 
run by an individual professional trader rather than a large multinational 
company. This allows Forex Training Works to deliver content that is highly 
relevant to you in a very personal style. 

Over the course of the 4 weeks you will be kept up to date via email and at any 
time you can contact Sid (via email or telephone) and ask any questions you may 
have.  

The course is very detailed yet easy-to-understand, it is aimed at new traders 
who have little or no previous trading experience. This means it can take you 
from being a complete beginner to being an efficient trader capable of making a 
living from Forex.  

Keeping trading exciting AND profitable 

Sid's training style is very personal and easy-to-follow, he will keep you 
interested through his witty remarks and keep you focused with his motivational 
lessons. 

By the end of the course you will probably feel like you have known Sid for years, 
he doesn't just become your trading mentor, he becomes a friend you trust and 
can ask him any trading questions.  

Start earning a living from Forex trading by clicking here  

It is very refreshing in this modern day commercialized world to find a course that 
is not only incredibly powerful but also very personal in it's approach. This is 
not a course for those who already feel they are decent traders, this is also not a 
course if you are looking for fake promises of big riches from Forex trading.  

This is a course for you if you want to learn the Forex and start trading so that 
you can achieve your dream of being able to earn a living from the comfort of 
your own home.  

Summary: 

It takes a powerful yet unique course to become our best training course 
recommendation and Forex Training Works delivers that in abundance. 

Through a personal, highly detailed yet easy-to-understand 4 week program, Sid 
will turn you from a complete beginner in to a steady and profitable trader. If 
you have never traded before then this course is ideal for you.  

Join a Forex community and learn from Forex Training Works  
so you can start trading for a living, click here  

http://www.forextrainingworks.com/
http://www.forextrainingworks.com/
http://www.forextrainingworks.com/
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The 3
rd

 Best Forex Product in the World 

Easy-Forex Trading Platform (US Traders NOT accepted) 
 

Overall rating =  Easy-Forex 

Minimum deposit  $25 

 

Pip and spread value  4/5 

Uusability  5/5 

Features  4/5 

Customer support  5/5 

Reliability 4/5 

Trading tools  4/5 

Reviewed by: Breadwinner Visit Site 

If you wish to use a Forex broker that offers great pips and spreads, the lowest 
minimum deposit in the industry and second-to-none customer support then 
Easy-Forex is for you.   

I must admit at first I was put off by the low $100 minimum deposit. I thought 
surely they must have sacrificed something to offer this, but they haven't, and 
you will find this platform offers everything you need from a boker to earn more 
money!  

Summary of features: 

 Start trading with just $100  
 Personal account management for better trading  
 Live training and one-to-one help for ongoing 

profits  
 Take-profit rates so you always maximize your earnings  
 Stop-Loss function - never lose more than you can 

afford  
 Instant deposits via credit card  
 Rate-freezing so you always get the rate you see  

Click here to start trading with as little as $100 today  

http://www.easy-forex.com/Gateway.aspx?gid=54600
http://www.forexreviews.com/about-forex-reviews.html
http://www.easy-forex.com/Gateway.aspx?gid=54600
http://www.easy-forex.com/Gateway.aspx?gid=54600
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I really wasn't expecting such a good platform when I was asked to review Easy-
Forex. The way it is laid out is probably the most user-friendly I have ever seen.  

All the functions you are need are right there but they are not over-complicated 
like with some brokers. This allows you to go about trading without any hassle 
and the tools, pips, and leverages available means you can start earning big 
money from Forex in a short amount of time.  

Other features on offer include: 

No software download :  
Easy-Forex offer an online trading platform, this means you can start trading 
immediately as there are no lengthy software downloads. The other advantage of 
online platforms is that you can access them from any Internet-enabled PC in the 
World. 

This is essential for times when you are away from home but wish to check your 
trades and close or open a few positions. This flexibility makes it easier for you 
to earn money trading Forex.  

 
No hidden costs: 
Some brokers will offer amazing spreads and leverages to entice you in, only 
when you start trading with them, you realize there a ton of hidden costs. 

Easy-Forex are 100% transparent and never charge any commissions. You will 
also never be charged for adding or withdrawing funds from your account - 
something that far too many brokers do without telling you.  

Click here to start making more money with Easy-Forex  

Special terms for frequent traders :  
Quite simply, the more you trade with Easy-Forex, the more you will be 
rewarded. No other broker I have seen offers a loyalty scheme. With Easy-Forex 
they see you as an individual and will talk to you personally if you are a regular 
trader and work out a deal with you for better rates and leverages.  

Live, real-time streaming quotes : 
Many platforms have a time-delay between the quote you see on screen and the 
actual quote you will get. This means you often go to make a trade only to find 
the quote has changed unfavourably when you execute. 

Easy-Forex have implemented the most advanced technologies to ensure that 
the rate you see is the rate you will get if you execute a trade. This means you 
always get the profit you were expecting - no nasty surprises!  

http://www.easy-forex.com/Gateway.aspx?gid=54600
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Summary: 

I really cannot stress enough how good Easy-Forex is. It is perfectly suited to the 
new, inexperienced trader as the low minimum deposit makes it open to pretty 
much anyone and everyone. 

The service you get from personal account management, to one-on-one 
support and personalized rates means that it is also an excellent choice for an 
experienced trader. For this reason Easy-Forex is my number one broker 
recommendation.  

Click here to open an account with Easy-Forex today  

 

The 2
nd

 Best Forex Product in the World 

Netpicks Signal Alerts & Automated Trading 
 

Overall rating =  Netpicks 

Signal delivery  5/5 

 

Success rate  5/5 

Reliability 5/5 

Speed of signals  5/5 

Customer support  4/5 

Long-term profitability  5/5 

Price $197 

Reviewed by: Money Tree  Visit Site 

 
Netpicks is more than just a signal provider, it is also a professional strategy 
and automated trading service. If you just want to use the Netpicks signals to 
make more money then that is fine.  If you want them to implement their profit 
strategy and trade for you then their auto trading service allows you to sit back 
and watch your bank balance grow!  

 

 

http://www.easy-forex.com/Gateway.aspx?gid=54600
http://wetrack.it/netpicks/a/city_tiger/b/2/e/5
http://www.forexreviews.com/about-forex-reviews.html
http://wetrack.it/netpicks/a/city_tiger/b/2/e/5
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Summary of features: 

 Profitable trading strategies proven for over 10 years  
 Instant signal alerts via email and cell phone  
 Professional automated trading service  
 Online trading seminars so you can learn the strategy  
 Easy to read analysis charts and trends 
 Free, no obligation 2 week trial  

Click here to test Netpicks with a free 2 week trial  

When I tested Netpicks I found they provided sound advice on what to trade and 
when. Over the 2 months I was using the system I generated around 60% of 
pure profit. In 2006 their website reports an overall profit of over 121%. This is 
a fantastic return which can add a few zero's to your bank balance.  

What I really like is the fact you can test their system free for 2 full weeks. This 
trial means you can be sure you are making the right choice before parting with 
your cash. 

Additional features of Netpicks:  

 Covers all 8 major currency pairs  
 24 hour live support via telephone, email, or online chat 
 Weekly seminars teach you the Netpicks strategy 
 Auto-trade or self trade based on the Netpicks signals  

Whilst the price may not be cheap compared to other signal services you know 
that Netpicks will return you a big profit where other services will not. The 
amount of profit you can make far outweighs the monthly subscription fee so 
there is no reason to look elsewhere.  

To start making money the easy Netpicks way click here  

This suits both the new trader (using the autotrade function) and the more 
experienced trader who needs a helping hand spotting trades or wishes to pass 
over his or her trading to a professional. 

The team of professionals at Netpicks make sure all the signals are first class 
and delivered in an instant so you always make the most from the opportunities 
that arise. This makes it easy for you to start earning massive profits from 
Forex.  

http://wetrack.it/netpicks/a/city_tiger/b/2/e/5
http://wetrack.it/netpicks/a/city_tiger/b/2/e/5
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Summary: 

If you are looking for a reliable, professional Forex signal alert service that 
consistently returns a big profit then look no further than Netpicks. Tried and 
tested for more than 10 years you will struggle to find a more powerful service. 

If you want a team of dedicated professionals to run your trading for you, at a 
profit, the Netpicks again is the choice for you. There is nothing more satisfying 
than passing over your trading to someone else and watching your bank 
balance grow while you go about your daily life.  

Click here to start your 2 weeks free trial of the profitable Netpicks  

 

So here we go, the very last of our top 10 Forex products…. 

The BEST Forex Product in the World 

eToro Broker Platform (US Traders ACCEPTED) 
 

Overall rating =  eToro 

Minimum deposit  $50 

 

Pip and spread value  4/5 

Usability  5/5 

Features  5/5 

Customer support  5/5 

Reliability 5/5 

Trading tools  5/5 

Reviewed by: Miss FX Visit Site 

If you’re looking out for an easy and simple way to trade in forex then this is 
the right place. eToro provides a trading system where you can discuss and 
check your activities relating to trading.  

 

 
 
 

http://wetrack.it/netpicks/a/city_tiger/b/2/e/5
http://www.etoro.com/A98_TClick_Sreviews.aspx
http://www.forexreviews.com/brokers/e-toro-broker-review.html
http://www.etoro.com/A98_TClick_Sreviews.aspx
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Summary of features: 

 Easy and simple to function 
 Virtual trading is available 
 Championships are held regularly  
 From 2 pip spreads 
 Easy chat  
 Real money trades 

Click here to start trading with eToro's innovative platform  

eToro provides a virtual trading website where you can trade with virtual money. 
The best traders are also offered a prize of $25,000, this in turn helps you to 
learn the market well. You will be able to understand the system in a better way. 
The prize money also motivates you to get better returns. This also acts as a 
good practice session for you.  

It gives you a transparent transaction as you can view the trades that are taking 
place. This way you can be aware of the market condition and your position in 
the market. The transaction that you are doing can be well taken care of.  

Click here to open an eToro account with just $50  

This system provides good chat rooms to help you seek the help of other traders. 
There are many traders who will be willing to help you in case of a difficulty. This 
system is very helpful for novice traders.  

They also organize championships where you can compete with other traders. 
This way you can know your position in the market and will also motivate you to 
try harder.  

Summary: 

The eToro trading system is very easy and good to operate. I found it very 
convenient to trade here. The system also provides virtual trading where you can 
practice how to trade and this way develops your skills. This is an excellent 
system and is highly recommended to one and all.  

You can also get a free bonus of up to $1,000 on your first deposit. 

Click here to join eToro, the world's most  
innovative Forex trading platform  

http://www.etoro.com/A98_TClick_Sreviews.aspx
http://www.etoro.com/A98_TClick_Sreviews.aspx
http://www.etoro.com/A98_TClick_Sreviews.aspx
http://www.etoro.com/A98_TClick_Sreviews.aspx
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Final Word: 
 

We hope that enjoyed reading our countdown of the top 10 Forex products in the 
world. Remember, all of our reviews are 100% honest and unbiased. We hope 
that you will visit our website www.forexreviews.com to keep up to date on the 
latest Forex product news and reviews. 

http://www.forexreviews.com/
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Distribution Rights 
 

This e-book comes with complete distribution and re-sale rights providing the 
content of the e-book is in no way altered. Anyone found to be distributing edited 
copies of this e-book are subject to prosecution and legal action will be taken. 
 

 

 

Forex Risk Disclaimer 
 

The risk disclaimer is meant to inform the user of the potential financial risks of 
engaging in foreign exchange trading. The transaction of such financial 
instruments known as forex, fx, or currency, and dealt on a valued basis known 
as 'spot' or 'forward', 'day trading' and 'option', can contain a substantial degree 
of risk. Before deciding to undertake such transactions with any Forex related 
company, a user should carefully evaluate whether his/her financial situation is 
appropriate for such transactions. Trading foreign exchange may result in a 
substantial or complete loss of funds and therefore should only be undertaken 
with risk capital. The definition of risk capital is funds that are not necessary to 
the survival or well being of the user. We strongly recommend that a user, who is 
considering trading foreign exchange products, reads through all the main topics 
contained in the website so that he/she may obtain a clear and accurate 
understanding of the risks inherent to fx trading. Trading online, no matter how 
convenient or efficient it may be, does not necessarily reduce the risks 
associated with foreign exchange trading, and www.forexreviews.com does not 
accept any responsibility towards any customer, member or third party, acting on 
such information contained on the website or this eBook as to the accuracy or 
delay of information such as quotations, news, and charts derived from 
quotations. 


